Chemistry Department Policy During Test-Taking: Use of Electronic Equipment and Calculators

1. *Students may not access any electronic equipment* except a calculator (see point 3) during any exam. Students should not bring electronic equipment to exams. Any electronic equipment that is present during exam times must be turned off. Use of cell phones is not permitted.

2. Any student who accesses an electronic device without permission will be assigned a zero on the exam.

3. Students may be allowed to bring a calculator to exams (depending upon the course syllabus), but graphing & programmable calculators are forbidden for use in all large-lecture courses (CHEM 23, 26, 31, 32, 42, 131, 141, 142, & 205).

4. These rules also apply when a student is taking an exam separately from a regularly scheduled time or at the UVM testing center.

5. Students may bring non-programmable calculators to exams in courses that permit use of calculators. The UVM bookstore sells at a reasonable price acceptable non-programmable calculators for use in Chemistry exams.